
Rio Lomming (superiore) 
 
Description: 
The canyon is located in the Val Resia above the village Stolvizza. The canyon was 
already explored in 2009, but only the lower two-thirds of the canyon. But the upper 
part had to wait to 2014. Rio Lomming superiore is a very steep canyon with very 
clean water. The superiore part is ending near weater supply where it is possible to 
enter inferiore part or go out. We recommended the descent over the entire canyon. 
More informations about inferiore part are on web page www.AIC forum.it.  
 
Zone: 
Friuli – Udine – Val Resia 
 
Qualities: 
Entrance: 920 
Exit: 790 m 
Height: 130 m 
Length: 180m 
 
Period 
March-October 
 
Times: 
Approach: 50 min 
Progression: 1h-1h 30min 
Return: 20 min 
 
Shuttle: 
No 
 
Equipment: 
Expedition style,  (10mm inox bolts and natural riggings). 
 
Rope: 
1X40m 
1X30m 
 
Biggest waterfall: 
28 m 
 
Possible exit 
Yes, after the first bolted waterfall. 
 
Maps: 
Carta Tabacco Canin-Val Resia 027 
 
Attraction: 
Local 
 
Difficulty: 
V3 a2 III 
 



Acess:  
From main road Udine-Tarvisio in village Resiutta turn on local road to Val Resia and 
continue towards Stolvizza. Park your car on large parking place as soon as you 
come into the village. 
  
Approach: 
On the car park you found signs Bellvedere and you follow them uphill to the end of 
the asphalt road where is a small park with little wooden houses and benches. 
Afterwards turn left and follow signs to Pusti Gozd. The path leads to a small 
concrete buildings , on which are painted 3 blue arrows. If you turn left you reach the 
entrance to the inferiore part in 2 minutes. If you continue on the main path you reach 
the wooden bridge in 15 mintes. That is the entrance to the superiore part of the 
canyon.. 
 
Description of the canyon: 
The first uninteresting cascade bypass on the right side. 
T 3m 
C 12m: tree with rope-hard to reach (R) 
C or J 7m: 1 bolt  with rope  (R) 
C 17m: tree with rope (L) 
C 20m: tree with rope, 2 cascades (L)  
D 1.5m  
C 20m: tree with rope, 2 cacades (L) 
C 28m: two bolts with rope and maillon (R) 
C 6m: bypass on right  
D+W 50m 
C 23m: tree with rope-inclinate (L) 
D+W 20m 
Marked path n. 424 (possible exit) 
 
 
Return: 
At the little dam and water supply  turn left and you reach approaching path in 2 
minutes or proceed in to the inferiore part.  
  
C = cascate 
D = down climb 
J= jump 
T=tobbogan (slide) 
W= walking 
L = left 
R = right 
 
 
Note: 
Equipped by Canyoning Cult team, 29th of March 2014. 
 


